HYDROPROTEC

A L U M I N U M A N T I - F L O O D I N G PA N E L

PRESENTATION
Adaptable on uneven floors

DIMENSIONS

Height : 78.74 inches
		
(up to 2 m)
Width : no limit

INDUSTRY & REFERENCES

This type of flood wall is intended to nuclear, petrochemical and construction industries. These
flood walls are installed at Krsko Nuclear Power Plant (NEK), Slovenia (160m length).

DESCRIPTION  

The flood wall is a modular barrier which protects building or equipments against floods. This
barrier is usually constructed on concrete foundations. This system is designed to be installed as
a fix wall or as a temporary wall. In case of periodical flood or in case of sudden flood alert, a
module could be installed by two people within 15 minutes. The wall structure is made of pillars
and blades in alveolar aluminum material and metal struts for reinforcement. The flood wall
is anchored to the floor in order to resist to 2,2m hydrostatic water column, high velocity flow,
waves, erosion, floodborne debris and earthquake.

CONCEPT/ DESIGN

•The flood wall is totally modular and could be adapted to any height
(up to 2,2m height), any length and any directions.
•A module is made of 2 pillars (2,5m height) and 11 blades stacked up with EPDM seal in
between (sandwich structure) to reach 2,275m height.
•The width of such module is maximum 3,15m and each module is connected to another by
screw and EPDM seal. Special request or design could be studied on demand.

IMPLEMENTATION

•The system design is extremely simple and flexible which make the installation very easy.
•The module could be assemble side to side or at 90° angle to follow the building/equipments
shape.
•A pillar of 2,5m height is only 18kg and a blade 3m length is only 22kg. No lifting equipment
is needed.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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•Aluminum alloy 6106 T6 anodized according to GB/T 19822 standard
•All screws, axis, small parts are in Stainless steel grade 316 according to GB/T 3098 standard
•All the reinforcement structure is in Q345B with hot dip galvanization according to GB/T 1591
and GB 13912 standard
•The basement should be in concrete C20-25 / C50-60
•With maximum 2,2m water column and 3150mm length the global leakage will not exceed
21,25 liters/hour
•The anchorage of the pillar in the concrete should be Hilti HIT-Hy 200A + HIS-N M20x205 +
H M20x50 + L20 washer or embedded plates with M16 bolts

